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What is contracting-out?

Background
•
•
•
•
•
•

Since 1978 the State has provided a top-up pension based on earnings
Originally called SERPS
Amended in 2002 and re-branded as S2P
Both SERPS and S2P are referred to as “Additional State Pension”
Complicated formulae and eligibility criteria
Maximum ASP available in 2015/16 is £164.36 pw (in addition to BSP of up
to £115.95 pw)

The history of contracting-out
•
•

When SERPS was introduced in 1978, it was possible for employers to
“contract-out “ their DB pension schemes from SERPS
The deal was as follows:
–
–
–
–

•

Members of contracted-out schemes would not earn any SERPS pension
In return, both employee and employer National Insurance Contributions (NICs) would be
reduced
Contracted-out schemes were required to ensure that members received a scheme
pension of no less than a specified amount called the Guaranteed Minimum Pension
(GMP)
GMPs were subject to a number of safeguards on their treatment and payment

The level of the reduced NICs payable was determined by the Government
and was intended to broadly reflect the expected cost of providing the
SERPS benefit given up

The history of contracting-out - continued

2015/16 NICs (expressed as a percentage of earnings between the ST/PT and UAP)

(% payable)

Employer

Employee

Not c/out

13.8

12.0

C/out

10.4

10.6

Reduction

3.4

1.4

ST = Secondary Threshold, PT = Primary Threshold, UAP = Upper Accrual Point

The history of contracting-out - continued

•

The rules were changed in 1988 to allow contracting-out of SERPS in non-DB
arrangements, as follows:
–
–

•

DC contracting-out worked in a different way to DB contracting-out
–
–
–

•

Employers could decide to contract-out their occupational DC schemes
Individuals could contract-out using a personal pension arrangement
NICs weren’t reduced but were instead rebated to an individual’s Protected Rights account
Tax relief was available on the rebate
There were no GMPs but restrictions applied to Protected Rights accounts

To complicate things further, DB schemes could choose to contract-out on a DC
(Protected Rights) basis (and vice versa)

The history of contracting-out - continued

•

•
•

The conditions for DB contracting-out were amended in 1997, when GMPs were
replaced with an overall test of benefit adequacy (called the Reference Scheme
Test)
From 2009, schemes could elect to covert their GMPs back into state benefits (on
grounds of “simplification”)
Contracting-out on a DC basis was abolished in 2012 and the restrictions on
Protected Rights benefits were lifted

Why is contracting-out being abolished?

Abolition of contracting-out

•
•
•
•

The Pensions Act 2014 confirmed that a new single-tier state pension would be
introduced from 6 April 2016 to replace the BSP and ASP
The replacement of the ASP (S2P) means that contracting-out will no longer be
possible from 6 April 2016
DB contracting-out certificates will automatically expire on 6 April 2016
All DB schemes which were previously contracted-out will then become
contracted-in

Implications for employees and employers

Implications of the abolition of contracting-out
•
•
•

Affected members and employers will start paying full-rate NICs
Employers will have powers to adjust scheme benefits or contributions to
compensate for their increased NICs (with some exceptions)
Contracted-out rights accrued prior to 6 April 2016 will need to be maintained

Illustrative cost increases based on 2015/16 rates

Total earnings

Affected
earnings
2015/16

Additional
Employer NICs
(per annum)

Additional
Employee NICs
(per annum)

£10,000

£4,168

£141.71

£58.35

£20,000

£14,168

£481.71

£198.35

£30,000

£24,168

£821.71

£338.35

£40,000

£34,168

£1,161.71

£478.35

£50,000

£34,212

£1,163.21

£478.97

£60,000

£34,212

£1,163.21

£478.97

Illustrative cost increases based on 2015/16 rates – employer’s perspective

Number of contacted-out
employees

Additional Employer NICs (£p.a.)

100

£82,171

500

£410,855

1,000

£821,710

10,000

£8,217,100

Table shows illustrative increase in employer NICs assuming average earnings of
£30,000 per employee

Discussion of the options

Options available to employers

Option 1:

Option 2:

Option 3:

Option 4:

Company absorbs
cost increase

Mitigate NI increase

Go further than
mitigating the NI
increase

Broader alternatives

DC for future

Salary sacrifice

Pensionable pay cap

PIE

CARE

Help employee with NI
increase

Increase
member
contributions?

Reduce
accrual?

Reduce
pension
increases?

Member
choice
between
options?

Increase
Normal
Retirement
Age?

16

Option 1 – Absorb employer costs
•

Could be attractive
–
–
–
–

•

If DB population is small
If passing on costs could cause HR issues (e.g. if benefits recently changed)
Can be presented as “sharing the pain” given that members’ NICs will increase too
If it is not possible to pass on costs (e.g. Protected Persons)

May attempt to claw back costs elsewhere
–

e.g. through future salary increases

Option 2 – Mitigate employer costs
•
•

Employers have an overriding power to amend scheme rules for 5 years from 6
April 2016
A few options are available
–
–
–
–
–

•
•

Increase employee contributions
Adjust accrual rate
Reduce pension increases
Increase normal retirement age
A combination of the above, perhaps with member choice

Changes can only affect future accrual (not past) and require actuarial certification
Affected members must be consulted on any proposed changes

Option 2 – Mitigate employer costs (continued)
•

An actuary must be able to certify that any proposed changes to benefits will save
no more than the increase in employer NICs

•

This test is for the membership as a whole, rather than for each individual
–

•

This could mean there are winners and losers

Complexity of implementation is likely to be a key driver, but there are other
(conflicting) pressures
–
–
–

In theory, the simplest approach is a direct pass through of the extra 3.4% NICs, but this effectively
means members pay an extra 4.8% NICs in total
Reducing benefits gets around the affordability issue, but raises questions of value for money
Some employers are considering offering members choice (e.g. a “low cost option”)

Option 3 – Go further than mitigating NI cost
•

Some employers may view the abolition of contracting-out as an opportunity to
make more substantial changes to their pension schemes

•

Possible actions would include:
–
–
–
–

•

Closure of DB altogether
Switch to CARE
Switch to DC
Modify benefits (e.g. pensionable pay cap)

Statutory power would only allow them to recoup additional NICs, so may require
trustee agreement (and member consultation) to go further

Option 4 – Broader alternatives
•

Some employers may look to make more wide-ranging changes to their pension
arrangements or employment terms

•

Example of pension changes include:
–
–

•

Pension increase exchange exercises
Other “liability management”(e.g. enhanced transfer values)

The changes may extend beyond pensions, e.g
–
–

Assisting employees meet additional NIC burden
Introducing salary sacrifice arrangements

8 July Budget

Pensions-related announcements
•

Tapering of Annual Allowance for high earners
–
–
–

•

Consultation on tax relief
–
–

•

Reduces from £40,000 (for those earning up to £150,000) to £10,000 (for those earning over
£210,000) from April 2016
In fact the AA will reduce if “adjusted income” (earnings plus pension contributions, including
employer contributions) falls within these bounds
Alignment of “PIPs”

Wide-ranging consultation ending on 30 September
Could tax relief on contributions be replaced by tax relief on payments?

Pensions flexibility
–
–

Access to Pension Wise to be extended to those aged 50 and over
Secondary annuity market’s introduction pushed back to 2017

Example - tapering of Annual Allowance for high earners
•

•

Consider someone earning £140,000 p.a. whose employer pays £30,000 p.a. of
pension contributions
Their “adjusted income” is £170,000 p.a. and their Annual Allowance (“AA”) is
£30,000 (£40,000 less 50p for every £1 of income in excess of £150,000)
They are therefore fully utilising their £30,000 AA

•

If this person receives a £5,000 p.a. pay rise, the tax implications would be:

•

–
–
–
–

Income tax (45% rate) would increase by £2,250 p.a.
Their AA would reduce by £2,500 to £27,500
Their pension savings would exceed the AA and a 45% AA tax charge would become payable,
amounting to £1,125
A total of £3,375 of the £5,000 pay rise would be payable as tax (67.5%)

Note: the above example has been simplified and in practice the marginal tax rate applicable may not be 45%.

Questions ?
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